The Mental Decline Most Seniors Should Worry About —
It's Not Alzheimer’s —
And How to Treat It

Alzheimer’s is one of the biggest concerns for most people over 50. But it’s not the most common mental problem for this age group. That’s good, because Alzheimer’s is difficult to treat. However, cognitive decline that’s due simply to age (which is different from Alzheimer’s disease) might be reversible. In fact, one supplement might be able to reverse the damage all by itself.

You may know that folic acid supplements can lower blood homocysteine levels. Now there’s evidence that this same supplement can also repair your memory.

A Dutch study followed 818 participants (aged 50-70 years) for three years. Each of the patients started the study with elevated homocysteine levels. However, they had normal vitamin B12 (a common homocysteine treatment). The researchers gave the subjects folic acid supplements (800 mcg daily) or a placebo.

They found that folic acid significantly improved memory, information processing, and sensorimotor speed compared to the placebo. Additionally, homocysteine fell in the treated group as expected. Doctors know homocysteine contributes to aging and mitochondrial decay.

Action to take: I’d rather you prevent memory decline altogether. You can do this with a good diet, exercise, and detoxification. But if you already have some decline, you might consider folic acid supplements. It’s easy to supplement with folic acid.
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Most multivitamins have at least 400 mcg. Eating lots of fresh fruits and veggies should always be your mainstay. I don’t regularly take a multivitamin. However, my folic acid level is way up off the chart.


Finally, an Effective Way to Improve Age-Related Hearing Loss

Age-related hearing loss is tough to treat. There aren’t many treatments – conventional or alternative — that work. Some time back, I told you about a Korean drug called Mucosta that can help age-related hearing loss. But now there’s a better way. Researchers have found two nutrients that can help.

Researchers recently conducted a double-blind, placebo-controlled study. They found that folic acid supplementation (800 mcg a day) can slow age-related hearing loss. That’s right. The same supplement that lowers homocysteine and also improves your memory can have a tremendous impact on your hearing.

This study was on 712 older men who had average homocysteine of 13mm/L (my target is less than 10). They also had vitamin B12 levels above 200 pm/L (I like to target is less than 10). They also had average homocysteine of 13mm/L (my target is less than 10). They also had average homocysteine of 13mm/L (my target is less than 10). They also had average homocysteine of 13mm/L (my target is less than 10). They also had average homocysteine of 13mm/L (my target is less than 10).
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want it stiff and inflexible? Neither do your cells.

Stiff membranes don’t allow nutrients to pass into the cell. Stiffness also blocks other critical membrane functions, especially for your red blood cells. Red cells have to squeeze through capillaries, which have a smaller diameter than the cells themselves.

If the membranes of your red blood cells are stiff, they will not be able to pass through your capillaries (smallest blood vessels). Your heart will have to work harder to push them through. High blood pressure can result.

Red blood cells carry oxygen to your body. So stiff membranes also can result in less oxygen getting into your cells. (That’s where the cancer connection begins.)

So how can you increase the flexibility of your cell membranes?

The key lies with the kinds of fat you eat. For instance, saturated fats are stiff. You know that because saturated fat has a high melting point. These cause your membranes to stiffen. But highly unsaturated fats, such as omega-6 and omega-3 oils are liquid at any temperature above freezing. Monounsaturated olive oil (oleic acid) falls in between.

However, stiffness isn’t the only thing we have to look at. We also need to see how well a fat binds with oxygen. The better a fat binds with oxygen, the better it can deliver oxygen to your cells.

Saturated fats, which we know are stiff, don’t bind with oxygen at all. So here’s another reason to stay away from saturated fats. They cause your cell membranes to become stiff and they don’t deliver any oxygen to your cells.

Both omega-3 and omega-6 fatty acids, on the other hand, bind with oxygen very well. But, surprisingly, omega-6 fatty acids bind to oxygen even better than omega-3s. Omega-6 fatty acids are like a magnet for oxygen. They pick it up and release it easily. That permits ideal oxygen diffusion.

The most common omega-6 fatty acid is the essential fatty acid linoleic acid. Linoleic acid picks up oxygen so effectively, it actually picks up twice as much as olive oil. So if you’re getting more olive oil in your diet than linoleic acid, you’re cutting your oxygen diffusion in half. While olive oil is better than most oils, this shows that olive oil alone is NOT your “anti-cancer answer.”
Similarly, if your red cells are loaded with saturated fats, their membranes will impair their ability to load and unload oxygen. If your red cells are loaded with linoleic acid, that fatty acid will easily pick up oxygen. It will allow it inside the red cell for binding. And, as your red cell winds its way through your capillaries, that oxygen will move out more easily into your tissues. There will be an abundance of oxygen for your oxygen-thirsty cells.

So how does that relate to cancer? We already know that cancer is clearly linked to a long-term chronic oxygen deficiency. If your red blood cells are packed with saturated fat, it will rob your cells of oxygen they so desperately need. That can set you up for the disease.

Any reduction in oxygen delivery and consumption will increase your risk of all diseases, and particularly cancer. If your cells lack oxygen, a carcinogen or an infection can damage the cell and it won’t have the oxygen it needs to repair itself. A damaged cell can eventually turn cancerous.

If you’ve read this newsletter for very long, you’re probably sitting there saying, “But Dr. Rowen, you’ve said most Americans get too many omega-6s in their diet. Now you’re telling us we need more omega-6s. What gives?”

The answer to that comes from Brian Peskin, a master’s graduate of MIT. He’s the analyst who uncovered most of this information about omega-6s. When I spoke with Peskin, I told him about this concern. After all, the average American intake ratio of omega-6s to omega-3s is somewhere between 12:1 and 20:1 (most are closer to 12:1). And I believe it should be closer to 4:1.

Peskin agrees with me. But he says that half of the omega-6 intake in this country comes from trans omega-6 fatty acids from processed “foods.” In your body, these act like saturated fats, and can be taken out of the 12:1 equation. So the average American is taking in a ratio of 6:1. To get to the ideal 4:1 ratio, Peskin recommends a supplement of 2:1 omega-6 to omega-3, which will nudge the average American from the abnormal 6:1 toward the ideal 4:1.

Unfortunately, your typical fish oil doesn’t have this ratio. That’s why some studies show fish oils are ineffective for certain conditions. While fish oils have many tremendous benefits, it’s not the best cancer preventive. This is also why I recommend plant-based omega oils (such as flaxseed and hemp oil) in addition to fish oils. And obviously, saturated fat isn’t oxygen’s friend.

New Hope for Type-1 Diabetics

There’s just been a major breakthrough in type-1 diabetes that could lead to a prevention or cure for the condition. It comes rather as a shock as well. You see, for decades medical dogma said that type-1 diabetes, which generally occurs in children, results from absolute death of the insulin-producing beta cells in the pancreas. Dead cells don’t produce insulin.

But what if these cells aren’t dead? What if they were told not to produce insulin by your own nervous system?

A Toronto research team has inadvertently discovered another model of type-1 diabetes. The research team took type-1 diabetes-prone mice and injected an extract of hot red pepper (capsaicin) directly into the artery feeding their pancreas. Red pepper contains a compound called substance P. This compound has the ability to modulate sensory nerve endings.

That’s why red pepper has been used for generations for pain relief and inflammation, even though it is very hot.

The researchers found that when sensory nerve endings in the pancreas were disrupted with substance P, pancreas inflammation, prediabetes, and overt diabetes were reversed for weeks! Apparently, the sensory nerves in the pancreas actually secrete mediators of inflammation that shut off insulin production in beta cells that are still alive. When the malfunctioning nerve endings were treated with capsaicin, the mice became normal almost immediately.

I just love it when new discoveries from within conventional medicine disprove long-held dogma. In this case, the discovery could be a literal Godsend to millions of people with type-1 diabetes. Researchers will have to try it on humans and work out details. Once they do, it might lead to treatments you can do at home. On the other hand, drug companies will be more likely to fund studies of chemically altered versions of the natural capsaicin. That way they can patent it and make bazillions. We don’t know where this will go, but please stay tuned. I will bring you information on this stunning breakthrough as more is discovered.

In the meantime, this is yet another reason to add peppers to your diet — or take a capsaicin supplement. The impact won’t be as great as the injected form, but it will help, especially over time.

Ref: *Cell*, vol. 127, no. 6, 15, December 2006, Pages 1097-1099.

Hemp seed oil has the ideal ratio of essential fatty acids. Hullled hemp seeds and hemp oil are available at most health food stores. Or you can order Manitoba Health products from Vitaganza (www.vitaganza.com or 1-866-464-2692).

Flax oil is next best. Green leafy vegetables, nuts, and seeds will have quality omega-6s and omega-3s, but not perhaps in ideal ratios. Grass-fed beef and organic range-fed chicken are good animal sources as well. But, again, not in the ideal ratios.

The only other supplement I know of that has this ideal 2:1 omega-6 to omega-3 ratio is called EFA. While the other oils are very good for you and have definite value in keeping you healthy, EFA is a must for cancer prevention.

If you’d like more information on how essential fatty acids can help you prevent cancer, I strongly recommend you read Brian Peskin’s book *The Hidden Story of Cancer*. You can order his books and read more of his information on fatty acids by visiting www.brianpeskin.com on the Internet.

The best strategy to survive cancer is to prevent it before it develops — not to wait for it to come and then treat it. Act now to lower your cancer risk with the simplest of preventive strategies — fatty acid balance!


**The Hormone That Can Save Your Heart**

Testosterone could be your aging heart’s best friend. Yes, your heart, not your sex life.

Dr. Chris Malkin reported on a study at a European cardiology meeting in Barcelona. In a year-long study, researchers tested an Androderm patch on 78 patients. The patch delivers five mg of testosterone through the skin every day.

Only 42 completed the study because of unwanted skin irritation from the patch. Interestingly, blood testosterone increases were very small. But the gains in their heart’s ability to function were large.

The participants were men with advanced, but not end-stage congestive heart failure. The amount of blood